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EXERCISE (PAGE NO 32) 

OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS 
EILL UPS A. 

1 Density 4.2 gcm3, mass 420 8 

mass Therefore, volume density 4209-100 cm 4.2 gcm3 

2 More 
3. Less 
4 Mass 
3. Sea 

B. WRITE cORRECT STATEMENTS 

1 MASS per unit volume is of a substance is called density 
2. More is the density of a liquid than a solld; LESS will be the volume of the 

solid submerged in it 
3. A plece of iron FLOATS In mercury 
4. Land breeze flows from the LAND towards the SEA 
5. Wth the ise in temperature of air its density DECREASES 

C. WRITE TRUE OR FALSE: 
True 

2. False 
3. False 
4. False 
5. True 

D. MCOs 

1 () 13600 kgm3 (as 1g cm3- 1000 kgm3) 
2. (a) rises upwards 
3. (d) mass and volume 
4. (a) increases 
5. (6) less than that of land air 



1 You are provided 
with a glass stopper 

and a measuring y 

proceed to find the density of stopper? 
Dlagrams 

are not requlred 

a. In order to 
determine the density of a glass stopper, 

first 
determine the 

mass and 
volume of the glass stopper. 

b. The mass of the glass stopper Is 
determined by a physical 

balance veryy 

accurately. Let it be M grams. 

c. In order to find the volume, take a measuring 
cylinder and pour 

some 

water in t. Record the volume of water from the 
graduations 

marked on 

measuring
cylinder. Let it be 50 cm3. 

Now tie the given glass stopper to a fine thread and lower it gently in the 

measuring cylinder, 
such that it is completely

immersed in water. 

e. Record 
the new level of water. Let it be 75cm3. 

f. Therefore, 
Volume of the glass stopper- (75- 50) cm3- 25 cm3 

-V cm3 (say) 

As density volume 

Therefore, density of glass stopper cm 

Brlefly 
descrlbe how wll find experimentally density of kerosene oll with a 

density bottle 

To find the densty of kerosene using density bottle:

a. Wash the denslty bottle with distilled water and then dry t in hot air. 

Insert the stopper and find ts mass on a physical balance 

b. Fill the density bottle with distilled water completely and then Insert the 

glass stopper. Wipe the bottle dry from outside and find its mass on a 

physlcal balance. 

c. Pour off the water from the density bottle and dny t in hot alr. Fill the 

density bottle with the kerosene.

d. Insert the stopper and wipe the bottle dry from outside. Find mass of 

density bottle and kerosene on physlcal balance. 

OBSERVATIONS & GALCULATIONS 

Let mass of empty bottle M18 
Mass of empty bottle+ water- Ma g 
Mass of empty bottle + kerosene Ma8 
Mass of only water (Ma - Ma) 8 

Now, 1g of water 1 cm3 (Density of water -1 gcm3) 
Volume of water- (M2- Mi) cm3 

Volume of bottle (M2- Ma) cm3 

Volume of kerosene volume of water - (Ma - M1) cm3 

Also, Mass of kerosene (M3- M) 8 

mass of kerosene 
volume of kerosene 

. (MM g/cm3 (Ma-M) 8/cm3 

Density of kerosene.

How does the density of a llquld change with the rise In temperature.3. 

All forms of matter (solld, liquld, gas) expand on heating and contract on 
coollng. However, In case of liqulds there is large change in volume, with the 
rise in temperature. Thus, the mass of a llquld remaining constant, if volume 
increases with the rise in temperature, then the density will decrease. 

On the basis of change of density with the change In temperature, explain how 
do the llqulds get heated up, when heated In a vessel. 
4. 

When a liquid is heated in a beaker or any other vessel, the 
to the bottom of the beaker expands, and hence, its density decreases. This 

lighter liquld rises up in the beaker and to take ts place the cold or dense 
liquid from upper regdon flows down towards the base of the beaker. Thus, a 
sort of current Is set up in liquld. This current produced in liquids Is called 

convection currents. t is the convection currents which are respensible far 

the llquld close 



5. (a) How does the denslty of gases change wlth the rlse In temperature?

The gases get heated up by the process of convection. The air around the 
source of heat (such as burning wood or coal) on getting heat expands, and 

hence density decreases. This hot and light alr rises up and to take its place, 
the cold and dense air flows towards the source of heat. The density of gases 
decreases with the rise In temperature and vice versa. 

(b) What Is the Importance of above the phenomenon In the formation of 
weather? 

It is the convection currents In the gases which are responsible for the 

formation of weather. The land and sea breezes, the monsoon, the 
westerlles (winds blowing from west) are formed in nature because of the 
convection currents. 

6. How Is land breeze formed? Explaln. 

A land breeze is a wind which blows from the land towards the sea during 
night. As the sun sets both land and sea starts cooling. However, the land 
cools much faster than seawater. Thus, the alr above the sea ls warm and 
hence less dense. Thlis less dense air rises up, causing a drop of air pressure 

on the surface of seawater. To make up for this drop in pressure, the cold 
and dense air from the land starts blowing towards sea. This is land breeze. 

7. How Is sea breeze formed? Explaln 

A sea breeze is the wind which blows from the side of the sea towards the 
land during daytime. As the sun rses and shines equally on the surface of 
the land as well as sea, the land gets heated up rapldly as compared to 
seawater. The alr above the land gets warm and less dense. Thls air rises up, 
causing a drop In the air pressure. To make up for this drop in alr pressure, 
the cool air from the sea starts blowing towards land. This is sea breeze. 

Two sollds A and B of denslty 2.5 gcm3 and 0.80 gom are placed In a lilquid L 
of denslty 12 gcm3. Whlch solld is likely to float and why? 

8. 

The density of solid B (0.80 gcm3) is less than that of the llquld (1.2 gcm) 
while the density of solld A (2.5 gcm) is greater than that of the lquid. Therefore, 
solld B wlll float on liquld L. 

9. Why do oblect lke metal or stones sink In water? 

The denstles of objects Iike stones and metals such as zinc, copper, Iron etc. 
Is more than the density of water (1 gcm3). Because of that, metals and 
stones sink in water. 

10. Why do objects made of wood or plastic float In water? 

The objects like wood, plastic etc. have densitles less than that of water 
(1 gcm). Because of that, these objects float on water. 

11 Why an Iron needle sink in water, but iron ships float in water? 

Iron needle is compact and Its densty is 7.6 gcm3, Thus, as the density of Iron 
needle Is more than 1 gcm3. Therefore, it sinks in water. However, the iron 

ship Is constructed in such a way that It Is mostly hollow from wthin. Thus, 
the volume of iron ship becomes very large as compared to its mass and 
hence, Its density is less than 1 gcm. As the density of iron ship Is less than 
1 gcm3, therefore It floats on water. 



12. Descrlbe comparison of densitles In the three states of matter. 

1 In case of solids, the intermolecular spaces are very small and intermolecular 
forces are very large. So the molecules of solid are tightly packed in a small 

mass volume. As density therefore, solids have high density due to their 

small volume. 

2. In liquids, Intermolecular spaces are qulte more as compared to solids and 
Intermolecular force Is less. So the molecules of liquld are not tightly packed in 
a small volume. Thus, liquids have lesser density than sollds. 

3. In gases the intermolecular space is much more as compared to liquids and 
intermolecular force is almost negligible. The molecules of a gas are free to 
move in any dlrection and so take up all the available space. As volume 

increases, density decreases. 

A plece of wood of mass 150 g has a volume of 200 cm3. Find the density of 
wood In (a) CGS system. (b) Sl system. 
13. 

Mass of wood- 150 g 

Volume- 200 cm3 

a. In CGS 

mass Denslty 
volume 

150 g 
-0.75 gem 200 cm* 

(b) In Sl system, 

0.75x 1000 kgm3 750o kgm 

14. 5 lItres of kerosene oll is found to welgh 4.40kg. Find the denslty of 

kerosene oll In (a) CGS system (b) Sl system. 

Volume of kerosene 6 litres 5000 ml 5000 cm3 
Mass of kerosene - 4.40kg- 4.40 x 1000 4400 g 

(a) As density uss 
volume 

44009- 0.88 gom 
5000 cm 

(b) In Sl system, 

Densty 0.88 x 1000 kgm3 - 880 kgm 

Calculate the volume of wood of mass 6000 kg when denslty of wood Is 15. 
0.8 gcm3 

Mass of wood-6000 kE 

Density of wood 0.8 gcm3 0.8 x 1000 800 kgm3 



(a) volume of density bottle (b) densty of brine solutlon. 

Mass of an empty bottle- Mi - 22 g 

Mass of bottle + water- M2 - 50g 

Mass of bottle + brine solution Mas - 54 g 

Volume of density bottle- Ma - Ma 50 22 28 cm a. 

mass of liguid 
volume of liquid 

M3- M1

Ma-Mi 

. Density of brine solution- 

54-22 50-22 ECm-114 gom3 

THEME ASSIGNMENT (page no 34) 

1 OBJECTIVE TYPE QUESTIONS 
A. FIll ups. 

() Density of gold 19.6 g cm3 
So, density in SI system - 19.6 x 1000 19600 kg m3 

(1) Iregular 
(t) Warm alr 



(i) 
(1) 

True 
False 
False 

C. MCQ 

(0 
(1) 
(lii) 

a 

D. WRITE CORRECT STATEMENTS 
The 

floats in alcohol 
nsity of wood (0.65 g cm3) Is less than that of alcohol (0.80 g cm3). Hence It 

It will partially float on water. 
As sea water has more density as compared to river water. Ship wll submerge more In rlver water. 

li. 

. 

(a) What do you mean by density of a substance? Define Its unlt also The mass per unit volume of a substance is called lts density. If M is the mass of a substance of volume V and D is its density, then we can say Volume V has a mass M 

2. 

Unit volume has a mass 
But mass of unit volume - Denslty (D) 
Therefore D- 
Units of Denslty 
In CGS system mass is measured in grams and volume in cubic centimetres. Therefore the unit of density in CGS system Is g/cm3 or g cm3. 
In SI system, mass ls measured in kilograms and volume in cublc metres. Therefore the unit of density in Sl system is kg/m3 or kg-3 

(b) Why does denslty vary from one substance to another substance? 
As density= mass/volume, each substance has different mass and volume due to Its molecular structure. Hence, density varies from one substance to another substance. 

3) Explain why do the bodles such as cork or wood float on the surface of water. 
The bodies such as cork or wood have densitles less than the density of water 
(1 gcm-3). Because of that, objects like cork or wood float on water. 

4(a) How do you measure denslty of an Irregular solld by using Eureka can? 
Measuring density of an Irregular object using Eureka can: 

A eureka can consist of an Iron vessel which is provided with a spout. 
Fill the Eureka can with water tll the water is at polint of overflowing. 
Under the spout of eureka can, place a measuring cylinder. 
Gently lower the solid in the Eureka can. The solid displaces water 
which flows out from the spout Into the measuring cylinder. 

Record the volume of water overflown. This gves the volume of the 
solld. 
The mass of solid can be determined by a physical balance. 
By knowing mass and volume of solld, we can find denslty using 
formula, 
Density mass/ volume 



Record the volume of water overflown. This glves the volume of the 
solid. 

The mass of solid can be determined by a physlcal balance. 
By knowing mass and volume of solld, we can find denslty using formula, 
Density mass/ volume 

(b) Descrlbe comparison of densitles in the three states of matter. 

In case of sollds, the Intermolecular spaces are very small and intermolecular
forces are very large. So the molecules of solid are tlghtly packed In a small 
volume. As density - mass/ volume. Therefore, sollds have high density due to 
thelr small volume. 

In liquids, Intermolecular spaces are quite more as compared to solids and 
intermolecular force is less. So the molecules of liquid are not tightly packed In 
a small volume. Thus, liqulds have lesser density than sollds. 

In gases, the Intermolecular space Is much more as compared to liqulds and 
Intermolecular force is almost negliglble. Due to whlch gases takes up almost 
all the available space. As volume increases, density decreases. 

5. 
Find the mass of metal. 

The volume of a plece of metal Is 50 cm3. If the denslty of metal Is 2.5 gcm, 

Volume of a piece of metal- 50 cm3 
Denslty of metal = 2.5 gcm 

Mass 
As, Density 

Volume 
Mass DensIty x Volume 

- 2.5 gcm3 x 50 cm3 
-1258 


